




































Numerical simulations of the coronal X-ray emission would be detected 

by Yohkoh/SXT

a bigger energy of nanoflares

less frequent heating events

larger fluctuations

smaller nanoflares

much lower fluctuations for the same 

mean intensity



X-ray intensity of individual pixels from SXT (Katsukawa & Tsuneta, 2001, ApJ)







Simulated intensity variations

SXT TRACE



Observed intensity variations

SXT TRACE

TRACE:

detected fluctuations are well 

above the estimated photon 

noise

(unlike Yohkoh/SXT)



Intensity fluctuations detected by TRACE

2 major characteristics:

Gaussian width: 

σTR= 0.02 <I>

Time-scale of 

fluctuations: (Δt)TR=500s



Schematic diagram:

L = 1010cm

D = 3 109cm
l = 1.8 108cm

(TRACE 5x5 micropixels)

Exposure time 

τe=27.6s is much 

shorter than 

(Δt)TR=500s

Snapshot of the 

instantly present 

strands

σ = <I>/<N>1/2

<N> - mean 

number of strands 

contributing to the 

detected intensity

σ = 2 10-2<I>

<N> = 3 103

Birth-rate of nanoflares:

<N> =                     (Δt)TR  D   ldN

dt dS
= 10-17 cm-2 s-1dN

dt dS



Forward modelling

(Δt) is determined by the cooling time of relevant strands

(Δt)TR=500s

Radiative cooling of a plasma with TTR=106K and nTR= 4 109cm-3

(another way of deriving the actual density of individual strands)

“Overdense” strands: nRTV= 3 108cm-3

signature of impulsive coronal heating

The size of strands detected by TRACE and their filling factor:

TRACE response 

coefficient

cross-section 

area of a strand

Bright TRACE pixels: <I>TR=104 ￫ (ΔS) = 4 1012cm2 ￫ d = 20km across

Filling factor: fTR =                                = 2 10-2<N>TR (ΔS)

l D

<I> = RTR <N> nTR
2 (ΔS)  τe l



Energetics of nanoflares

TRACE strand: ETR= 3 nTR k TTR (ΔS)   2L = 1023erg

is less than the initial energy deposition of a nanoflare En: TRACE 

plasma is in the stage of radiative cooling

How to derive En: simultaneous SXT data

Plasma temperature detected by SXT: TSXT = 5 106K

It relates to the peak of the DEM

nSXT = nRTV =  7 109cm-3



Radiative cooling from TSXT= 5 106K to TTR = 106K

Plasma draining from nSXT= 7 109cm-3 to nTR = 4 109cm-3

n ~ T0.35 - very close to 1D simulations

Nanoflare energy  En = 5 nSXT kTSXT (ΔS) 2L = 2 1024erg

Overall energy budgett  G = En                 = 2 107erg cm-2 s-1
dN

dt dS



Observational support

Correlation between TRACE and SXT data

Do the numbers match?

Bright TRACE pixels:      <I>TR = 104    ￫ <I’>TR = 360

The respective SXT pixels:      <I>SXT = 3 103…104  (τe=0.95s)

On the other hands <Δt>SXT = 3 106s = 6 <Δt>TR

fSXT = 6 fTR  0.1

<I>SXT = RSXT     nSXT
2    l 2  D fSXT τe = 2 103

… pretty consistent with the observed X-ray emission


